
Microsoft 365 Copilot 
readiness review
Optimize your enterprise for AI.

As companies advance in their AI journey, Microsoft 365 Copilot allows 
customers to utilize Artificial Intelligence and Generative AI capabilities  
to assist with common tasks such as writing influential email, summarizing 
customer interactions, and creating more efficiently impactful 
presentations with the power of M365 Copilot.

 Organizations are looking to implement AI assisted Copilot functions  
for document task automation within day-to-day activities.

 As M365 Copilot will utilize corporate data to assist with everyday  
activities, those workflows could lead to data leakage if file permissions  
and governance recommendations are not followed.

 Customer personas and use cases play a key role in M365 deployment  
and readiness as this exercise identifies key groups that will take full  
advantage of M365 Copilot 

M365 Copilot takes A.I. integration a step further by allowing customers to interact 
with M365 apps using natural language. Copilot can analyze information not only in 
the current document, but also other relevant documents stored in your Microsoft 
365 tenant.  Softchoice is looking to build awareness of Copilot functionality and 
where the capability fits within the customers’ environment. 

Softchoice offers the Microsoft 365 Readiness Assessment that provides customers 
with the current state of the environment, and a scoring model that details where 
the customer stands in their Copilot deployment journey. Let Softchoice review your 
current security and governance utilization and provide recommendations on how 
to advance the Copilot story. This assessment helps you identify insecurities within 
your M365 data infrastructure, provide an overall scoring for M365 readiness, standardize 
threat management, and exposure to major security threats. Our specialists will then 
recommend changes for the implementation of requirements for a future M365. 

10% 
“Most people use no 
more than ten percent 
of what PowerPoint can 
do. Copilot unlocks the 
other ninety percent.”



www.softchoice.com

Modules What is it? What you gain

Current state Provides the current capabilities of M365 
Copilot and where customers can utilize core 
capabilities efficiently within the environment

 Licensing landscape

 Overview of Copilot Capabilities

 Security and governance 
recommendations

User personas 

breakdown

Reviews the current user population and make 
recommendations as to which users can fully 
take advantage of M365 Copilot capabilities

 A breakdown of the current customers 
user personas and recommendations  
for user enablement

M365 Copilot 

readiness

Overviews high level requirements for  
M365 Copilot and provides customers  
with a readiness score

 Line of sight to Copilot readiness  
and recommendations for next steps  
to prepare the environment to enable 
M365 Copilot

Recommendations 

& next steps

Builds a recommended approach to get your 
environment ready for M365 Copilot through 
remediation and process enablement

 A clear roadmap of recommended 
actions 

Get a comprehensive view of your environment, and requirements to properly deploy  
and adopt M365 Copilot. Contact your Softchoice Account Manager for more details.

Gain enhanced insight into Copilot readiness

• Overview of M365 Copilot Components

• Identify recommended configuration.

• Determine use cases and personas for usage.

• Providing capabilities through Responsible AI Practices

• Overall Copilot readiness score with recommendations and next steps

• User recommendations for proper adoption of Copilot


